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The Legacy of Competency Testing and
Licensure/Certification for the Teaching Profession
The last decade has been characterised as being "marked by dramatic changes in approaches in certifying public school teachers." (Rubinstein, McDonough & Allan, 1986) In this paper I will argue that there have been changes but when viewed in historical perspective, these have been changes in degree rather than changes in kind. For that reason we may be able to predict, with some degree of accuracy, the effects of these changes on the future of the teaching profession.
I have taken as my charge a three part task: the first is to chart the history of certification/ licensure and.teacher testing in this country in the hope of enabling us to better understand both where we are and from whence we came. The second is that through the use of historical examplars both from within and from outside the teaching profession we may see the influence on our profession of both teacher testing and licensure/certification in broader relief.
Thus comparisons wIth medicine and law will be made from time to time. My third task is to show how important elements from our p-st might be used to influence public policy regarding teacher testing and licensure/certification in the future. Having highlighted the problem of definition, I
will now leap headlong into it by defining licensure as "the process by which an agency of the government grants permission to an individual to engage in a given occupation upon finding that the applicant has attained the minimal degree of competency required to ensure that the public health, safety and welfare will be reasonably well protected" (U.S. Dept. of H.E.W.
1977).
Licensure is thus the generic term applying to admission to any professional field. Certification, by contrast, 4rant3 the use of a title (e.g.
"teacher") to an intE,--dual who has met a predetermined set =of standards or qualifica_-tions set by a cred ntialing agency (Shimburg, 1981) .
Certification L_s here defined as "a pr ess of legal sanctior, au.-horizing the holder of a credential to perform specifi services in the pli-dic chools of the state" (Ninney, 1964, p.36) . By "state 'I , is meant the area of juriedi-tion of the certificatin agency, which has developed from a township or couny in the 19th century to the state government in the 20th century. Certificati on is valued not only a a guarantee of u lit but as an instrument 4:z,r direct action by the pub1i when it undertakes to fr..roprove the educational program (Kinney, 1954) .
The underlying rmativation which has remmtined constant throutghout the three centuries whih this discussion will covc_lr, albeit of necessity Itetchily, in Vold, 1985) . What are the roots of "quality control" for teachers?
The first selection procedures for teachers were originally stipulated in the law of the colonies. One further factor from Colonial times should be stressed.
Teachers were clearly ditferentiated along a broad continuum in character, purposes and status, depending in large part upon whether they were male or female, and whether they taught in urban or rural Quantity of teachers has historically been a more pertinent concern than quality. This has thus countered the possibility of quality control from within the profession, because the overriding policy in certification has always been to maintain teacher supply at the expense of teacher quality whenever necessary, and all too often it has been necessary. Competency tests for teachers were thought to have been appropriate for an era in which pupils were viewed as passive objects and the teacher the fountain of all knowledge, to be imparted to the student. Such tests could measure the teacher's store of knowledgethe store of facts that had so impressed Dickens' Mr.
Gradg=ind. However, such tests told nothing of a teacher's curiosity, creativity or sensitivity, (Vold,1985) . Certification was not designed as licensure in education, and is thus not effective in serving it.
Since licensure is the process by which a profession controls the quality of its membership and thus determines its efficiency as a profession, the consequences of its lack are serious both for the profession and the public.
Competency exams are being used as they have always been used; as a means of averting further crisis. They are more subtle and refined as inst uments than they have ever been, and they will, no doubt, continue even more effectively to prevent the illiterate from entering teaching. However, they don't address the major issue of experimenting and researching to find more efficient means of selecting and educating good teachers. Don't lets blame the victims in this sad tale. We need to examine the profession not the teachers.
Until we, as a profession, are ready to do that, we must, of necessity, institute the best measures we know how to ensure the quality of the teaching forceand that means examinations to bolster ac_reditation.
But history tells us that, at best, this is a short-term prevention, not a long-term solution to the problem of improving the quality of teachers in our schools and thus the quality of education we are providing for our future. The measurers will and must continue to measure. But let's hope that we can encourage them to search for beLter ways to measure quality and not just quantity. There lies our professional obligation and the opportunity to gain control over the quality of teachers in our classrooms and gymnasia.
